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(i) 
Question No. 1 is compulsory, answer any TWO questionsfrom the remaining. 

(ii) 
Solve all parts of a question consecutively together. 

(ii) 
Start each question on fresh page. 

Note: : gr 

Only English version is valid in case of difference in both the languages. 

1. faffam n ifara feuforaf 6frd : 1. 
Write short notes on the following: 

) HaLHIgE-EREiT ATEI3HT TH fefI 

Write down the names of any two server-side-Scripting languages. 

(ii) PHP TA 3HTTE TI HHETS | 

Explain the Ternary operator in PHP. 

(i) tT.ua.t. 
Arrays in PHP. 

(iv) ,.3 
API 

(v) 
Cookies 

(4x5) 

2. ) 

What do you mean by client side scripting and server side seripting ? Explain. 

il) i.ga.i. 7 a fatsant 51 HST 

Explain advantages and capabilities of PHP. (12 %+12%) 
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3. 

Explain various looping constructs 1n PHP. Write general syntax also. 

(ii) 
Explain various Logical and Relational operators available in PHP with suitable 
example. (12 +12 4) 

4. ) 
HHSIT 
How arrays are declared in PHP? Explain any four, functions for sorting arays 

in PHP with suitable example. 

(i) 
Write PHP script to ADD and REMOVE elements from array. (12 %+12) 

5. )MySQL Y Acess 61 gTAI 6frd I 

Compare MySQL and Access. 

(i) MySQL YA SQL-Server 6i gaAI 6 
Compare MySQL and SQL-server. (12+12%) 

6. ) 
What are Cookies ? Explain the Cookies Myths. 

Explain how Cookies are set, viewed and deleted. (12%+12%) 

. ) 

What do you mean by Dynamic Websites ? Write its advantages and 

disadvantages. 

Explain Multi-dimentional array in PHP with suitable example. (12%+12% 

8. feufdorai frfay: ( ) 
Write notes on the following: (any two) 
) PHP T ASP 

PHP V/s ASP 

i) PHP3T2I YAR 
PHP Data types 

(12%+12%) Purposes of Cookies 


